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Summary. — We review the observational status of the Supernova (SN)/Gamma-
Ray Burst (GRB) connection. We review the circumstantial evidences and the direct
observations that support the existence of a deep connection between the death of
massive stars and GRBs. The present data suggest that SNe associated with GRBs
form a heterogeneous class of objects including both bright and faint Hypernovae
and perhaps also “standard” Ib/c events. We provide an empirical estimate of the
rate of Hypernovae, for a “MilkyWay-like” galaxy, of about ∼ 2.6× 10−4 yr−1 that
may imply the ratio GRB/Hypernovae to be in the range ∼ 0.03− 0.7. In the same
framework we find the ratio GRB/SNe-Ibc to be ∼ 0.008 ÷ 0.05. We discuss the
possible existence of a lag between the SN explosion and the associated gamma-ray
event. In the few SN/GRB associations so far discovered the SN explosions and
GRB events appear to go off simultaneously. Finally we present the conclusions and
highlight the open problems that Swift hopefully will allow us to solve.
PACS 97.60 – Supernovae.
PACS 98.70 – γ-ray sources; γ-ray bursts.
PACS 01.30.Cc – Conference proceedings.
1. – Introduction
Gamma Ray Bursts are sudden and powerful flashes of gamma-ray radiation that
occur randomly in the sky at the rate of about one per day (as observed by the BATSE
instrument). The distribution of the durations at MeV energies ranges from T  10−3 s
to about 103 s and is clearly bimodal [61, 26, 62], with “long” bursts characterized by
T > 2 s. In the original discovery paper, [60] pointed out the lack of evidence for a
connection between GRBs and Supernovae (SNe), as proposed by [19], but they concluded
that “. . . the lack of correlation between gamma-ray bursts and reported supernovae
does not conclusively argue against such an association. . . ”. This point remained a
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Table I. – SN 1998bw.
EK(10
52)erg 56Ni(M) Mcore(M) MMS(M) Mleft(M) Ref.
2 0.7 12-15 40 ∼ 2.9 [56]
2 0.45 6-11 25-35 ∼ 2 [125]
0.7-5 0.4 14 40 ∼ 3 [88]
mystery for almost three decades and only at the end of the 1990s the discovery of GRB
afterglows [20, 116, 37] at cosmological distances [85] and the discovery of SN 1998bw in
the error-box of GRB 980425 [43] have started shedding light upon the nature of GRB
progenitors.
2. – The SN/GRB connection: circumstantial evidences
Before 2003 the existence of a connection between SNe and long duration GRBs was
supported by several lines of evidence, even if none of them was really conclusive.
1) SN1998bw was the first SN discovered spatially and temporally coincident with
a GRB (GRB980425; [43]). Unexpectedly, SN 1998bw was discovered not at cosmolog-
ical distances, but in the nearby galaxy ESO184-G82 at z = 0.0085. This implied that
GRB980425 was underenegetic by 4 orders of magnitudes with respect to typical “cos-
mological GRBs”. Moreover, the absence of a conspicuous GRB afterglow contrasted
with the associated SN, which was extremely energetic, had expansion velocities a factor
3-4 higher than those of normal Ib/c SNe and was characterized by a peak luminosity
of ∼ 1043 erg s−1 (for a distance to SN 1998bw of ∼ 40 Mpc). This is about 10 times
brighter than typical SNe Ib/Ic [17], therefore suggesting that a large amount of 56Ni
must have been synthesized in the SN explosion [56, 125, 89]. The theoretical modeling
of the light curve and spectra suggests that SN 1998bw can be well reproduced by an
extremely energetic explosion of an envelope-stripped star, with a C+O core of about
∼ 10M, which originally was ∼ 40M on the main sequence (see table I). This pic-
ture is consistent with the radio properties of SN 1998bw, which can be explained as
due to the interaction of a mildly relativistic (Γ ∼ 1.6) shock with a dense circumstellar
medium [64,111,123] due to a massive progenitors that has entirely lost its H envelope.
Ho¨flich et al. [55] presented an alternative picture based on the hypothesis that all
SNe-Ic are the results of a spherical explosions. In this case the apparent luminosity of
the SN may vary up to 2 mag, according to different combinations of the geometry of the
explosion and line of sight of the observer. This result can explain the high luminosity
at maximum of SN 1998bw, without calling for a dramatic overproduction of 56Ni (∼ 0.2
M 56Ni) and would allow SN 1998bw to have an explosion energy (∼ 2×1051 erg) similar
to that of “normal” core-collapse supernovae. Maeda et al. [74], after analyzing the line
profiles in late time spectra of SN 1998bw, also give some support to the idea that SN
1998bw was the product of an asymmetric explosion viewed from near the jet direction
(yet characterized by high kinetic energy, of ∼ 1052 erg). The idea that Hypernovae
and more generally SNe-Ib/c can be produced by asymmetric explosions is supported
by polarimetry observations of core-collapse SNe (e.g., [120,68]), which seem to indicate
that the degree of polarization increases along the SN-type sequence: II→ Ib→ Ic (i.e.
with decreasing the envelope mass).
However, the association between two peculiar astrophysical objects such as GRB
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980425 (very faint gamma-ray emission, unusual afterglow properties) and SN 1998bw
(over luminous SN characterized by unusual spectroscopic features) was believed to be
only suggestive, rather than representative, of the existence of a general SN/GRB con-
nection.
2) The light curves of many afterglows show rebrightenings that have been interpreted
as emerging supernovae outshining the afterglow several days or weeks after the GRB
event ( [7, 127], and references therein). However, since other explanations such as dust
echoes [29] or thermal re-emission of the afterglow light [121] could not be ruled out,
only spectroscopic observations during the rebrightening phase could remove the ambi-
guity. Indeed spectroscopic features of SNe are unique, being characterized by FWHM
∼ 100 A˚ (see sect.4).
3) The detection of star–formation features in the host galaxies of GRBs [27, 39] has
independently corroborated the existence of a link with the death of massive stars. For
example, [16] have found that GRB hosts are galaxies with a fairly high (relative to
the local Universe) star formation of the order of 10 M yr−1/L (see also [67]). Also
the location of GRBs within their host galaxies seems consistent with the regions that
contain massive stars [8].
4) Some GRB afterglows have shown absorption features at velocities of a few ×103
km/s that has been interpreted as the result of the interaction with the stellar winds
originating from the massive progenitors [15,86].
3. – SN 2002lt/GRB 021211
One of the first opportunities to carry out spectroscopic observations during a GRB
afterglow rebrightening arrived in late 2002. GRB021211 was detected by the HETE–2
satellite [22], allowing the localization of its optical afterglow [36] and the measurement
of the redshift z = 1.006 [118]. rebrightening is apparent in its light curve, starting
∼ 15 days after the burst and reaching the maximum (R ∼ 24.5) during the first week of
January. For comparison, the host galaxy has a magnitude R = 25.22±0.10, as measured
in late-time images. A spectrum of the afterglow + host was obtained with FORS2, 27
days after the GRB, during the rebrightening phase. This spectrum is characterized
by broad low-amplitude undulations blueward and redward of a broad absorption, the
minimum of which is measured at ∼ 3770 A˚ (in the rest frame of the GRB), whereas its
blue wing extends up to ∼ 3650 A˚. The comparison with the spectra of SN 1994I, and to
some extent also of SN 1991bg and SN1984L (fig. 2 in [24]) supports the identification of
the broad absorption with a blend of the Ca II H and K absorption lines. The blueshifts
corresponding to the minimum of the absorption and to the edge of the blue wing imply
velocities v ∼ 14 400 km/s and v ∼ 23 000 km/s, respectively. The exact epoch when
the SN exploded depends crucially on its rising time to maximum light. SN 1999ex, SN
1998bw and SN1994I (the best documented examples of type-Ic SNe) reached their B-
band maximum ∼ 18, 16 and 12 days after the explosion [52]. A model (based on the
light curve of SN 1994I, corrected for cosmological effects and reddening) reproduces well
the shape of the observed light curve. A null time delay between the GRB and the SN
explosions is required by our photometric data, even if a delay of a few days would also
be acceptable given the uncertainties in the measurements. It is interesting to note that
SN1994I, the spectrum of which provides the best match to the observations, is a typical
type-Ic event rather than a bright Hypernova as the ones proposed for association with
other long duration GRBs [43,109,54,75].
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4. – The “Smoking Gun”: GRB030329/SN2003dh
The peculiarity of the SN1998bw/GRB980425 association and the objective difficul-
ties to collect data for SN2002lt (4 h at VLT to get one single spectrum) prevented us
from generalizing the existence of a SN/GRB connection, although both cases were clearly
suggestive. The breakthrough in the study of the GRB/SN association arrived with the
bright GRB030329. This burst, also discovered by the HETE–2 satellite, was found at
a redshift z = 0.1685 [49], relatively nearby, therefore allowing detailed photometric and
spectroscopic studies. SN features were detected in the spectra of the afterglow by sev-
eral groups [109, 54, 58, 78] and the associated SN (SN2003dh) looked strikingly similar
to SN1998bw. The gamma-ray and afterglow properties of this GRB were not unusual
among GRBs, and therefore, the link between GRBs and SNe was eventually established
to be general, so that, it applies to all “classical” and “long” cosmological GRBs.
The modeling of the early spectra of SN 2003dh [82] has shown that SN 2003dh
had a high explosion kinetic energy, ∼ 4 × 1052 erg (if spherical symmetry is assumed).
However, the light curve derived from fitting the spectra suggests that SN 2003dh was not
as bright as SN 1998bw, ejecting only ∼ 0.35 M of 56Ni. The progenitor was a massive
envelope-stripped star of ∼ 35− 40M on the main sequence [82]. The spectral analysis
of the nebular-phase emission lines carried out by [63] suggests that the explosion of the
progenitor of the GRB 030329 was aspherical, and that the axis is well aligned with both
the GRB relativistic jet and our line of sight.
5. – GRB031203/SN2003lw: the older brother of GRB 980425/SN 1998bw
GRB031203 was a 30 s burst detected by the INTEGRAL burst alert system [84] on
2003 Dec 3. At z = 0.1055 [98], it was the second closest burst after GRB980425. The
burst energy was extremely low, of the order of 1049 erg, well below the “standard” reser-
voir ∼ 1051 erg of normal GRBs [38, 91]. Only GRB980425 and XRF020903 were less
energetic. In this case, a very faint NIR afterglow could be discovered, orders of magni-
tude dimmer than usual GRB afterglows [75]. A few days after the GRB, a rebrightening
was apparent in all optical bands [5, 112, 18, 42]. The rebrightening amounted to ∼ 30%
of the total flux (which is dominated by the host galaxy), and was coincident with the
center of the host galaxy to within 0.1′′ (∼ 200 pc). Even after correcting for cosmologi-
cal time dilation, the light curve of SN2003lw is broader than that of SN 1998bw, and the
latter requires an additional stretching factor of ≈ 1.1 to match the R and I data points.
The R-band maximum was reached in ∼ 18 (comoving) days after the GRB. After as-
suming a light curve shape similar to SN1998bw, which had a rise time of 16 days in the
V band, data suggest an explosion time nearly simultaneous with the GRB. A precise
determination of the absolute magnitude of the SN is made difficult by the uncertain
extinction. Based on the ratios of the Balmer lines of the host galaxy, the average com-
bined Galactic and host extinction is EB−V ≈ 1.1. Given the good spatial coincidence
of the SN with the center of the host, such value is a good estimate for the SN extinc-
tion. With the assumed reddening, SN 2003lw appears to be brighter than SN1998bw
by 0.5 mag in the V , R, and I bands. The absolute magnitudes of SN 2003lw are hence
MV = −19.75 ± 0.15, MR = −19.9 ± 0.08, and MI = −19.80 ± 0.12. The spectra of
SN2003lw are remarkably similar to those of SN 1998bw obtained at comparable epochs
(see [75] for details). Both SNe show very broad absorption features, indicating high ex-
pansion velocities. This makes SN2003lw another example of Hypernova. A preliminary
analysis of early spectra of 2003lw (Mazzali et al. 2005, in preparation) indicates that
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Table II. – Hypernovae.
SN cz (km/s) Ref. SN cz (km/s) Ref.
1997dq 958 [83] 2003bg 1320 [32]
1997ef 3539 [30] 2003dh 46000 [109,54]
1998bw 2550 [43] 2003jd 5635 [33,79]
1999as 36000 [53] 2003lw 30000 [75]
2002ap 632 [81,35] 2004bu 5549 [34]
2002bl 4757 [31]
this Hypernova produced a large amount of Ni, possibly in the range 0.6− 0.9M. The
progenitor mass could be as large as 40–50 M on the main sequence.
6. – Rates of SNe Ib/c, Hypernovae and GRBs
The measurement of the SN rate is based on the control-time methodology [128]
that implies the systematic monitoring of galaxies of known distances and the use of
appropriate templates for the light curves of each SN type (see [13] for bias and un-
certainties connected with this procedure). Unfortunately all Hypernovae reported in
table II have been not discovered during time “controlled” surveys, and therefore any
attempt to derive an absolute value of the rate of Hypernovae should be taken with
great caution. One possibility is to compute the frequency of occurrence of all SNe-
Ib/c and Hypernovae in a limited distance sample of objects. From the Asiago catalog
(http://web.pd.astro.it/supern) we have extracted 91 SNe-Ib/c, 8 of which are Hy-
pernovae, with cz < 6000 km/s. This velocity threshold is suitable to make the distance
distribution of “normal” Ib/c and Hypernovae statistically indistinguishable (KS prob-
ability = 0.42). After assuming that the host galaxies of both “normal” SNe Ib/c and
Hypernovae have been efficiently (or inefficiently) monitored by the same extent, one can
infer that the fraction of Hypernovae is about 7/91  8% (after excluding SN 1998bw
because it was searched in the error-box of GRB 980425) of the total number of SNe
Ib/c. Since Hypernovae can be brighter than normal SNe-Ib/c, their discovery may be
favored, therefore 8% should be regarded as an upper limit for their frequency of occur-
rence. For a “Milky-Way–like” galaxy (i.e. LB = 2.3 × 1010LB ; M = 9.5 × 1010M;
and morphological Hubble type Sbc, data from [21]) we obtain a rate of type Ib/c SNe of
∼ 3.2×10−3 yr−1 (after assuming a rate of 0.14 SNe per century and per 1010 LB,; [14]),
and therefore the Hypernova rate turns out to be ∼ 2.6× 10−4 yr−1. This rate has to be
compared with the rate of GRBs in the Milky Way. This quantity can be estimated by
combining the local rate of 0.5 GRB event Gpc−3 yr−1 [105], the local density of B lumi-
nosity of ∼ 1.2× 108LB, per Mpc3 (e.g., [73]) and the B luminosity of the Milky Way
(2.3 × 1010LB). This approach gives RGRB ∼ 3.8 × 10−7 yr−1 that has to be rescaled
for the beaming factor f−1b . There exist different estimates for this parameter: from
∼ 500 [38] to ∼ 75 [51,93]. These figures implies that the ratio GRB/Hypernovae spans
the range ∼ 0.7÷0.11. Following [76], who provide the SN rates normalized to the mass in
stars of the host galaxies, the same kind of computation yields a ratio GRB/Hypernovae
of ∼ 0.20 ÷ 0.03. These data as a whole do not support a ratio GRB/Hypernova = 1,
unless to assume large values of f−1b (e.g., [38,126]). A piece of evidence in this direction
comes from observations of the radio properties exhibited by SN 2002ap [3] that do not
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Table III. – Supernova-Gamma Ray Burst time lag. A negative time lag indicates that the SN
explosion precedes the GRB.
GRB SN +∆t(days) −∆t(days) Ref.
GRB 980425 1998bw 0.7 –2 [56]
GRB 000911 bump 1.5 –7 [66]
GRB 011121 2001ke 0 –5 [9]
– a few [44]
GRB 021211 2002lt 1.5 –3 [24]
GRB 030329 2003dh 2 –8 [58]
– –2 [79]
GRB 031203 2003lw 0 –2 [75]
support the association of this Hypernova with a GRB. For f−1b ∼ 50 − 100 [50, 93]
the ratio GRB/Hypernova should be of the order of ∼ 0.1 (or even less). Incidentally
we note that the ratio GRBs/SNe-Ibc ∼ 0.05 ÷ 0.008 (which can be obtained from the
rates reported above) is consistent with the results independently obtained by [4] (see
also [108]), who derived, from radio observations of 33 “local” SNe-Ib/c, an incidence of
1998bw-like events over the total number of SNe-Ibc of < 0.03 (see also [48]).
7. – SN-GRB time lag
Several authors have reported the detection of Fe and other metal lines in GRB X-ray
afterglows (e.g., [92,1,101]). If valid (see [104] for a critical view) these observations would
have broad implications for both GRB emission models and would strongly link GRBs
with SN explosions. For example, [11] have reported the detection in a Chandra spectrum
of emission lines whose intensity and blueshift would imply that a supernova occurred
> 2 months prior to the γ event. This kind of observations can be accommodated in
the framework of the supranova model [117], where a SN is predicted to explode months
or years before the γ burst. In Table III we have reported the estimates of the lags
between the SN explosions and the associated GRBs, as measured by the authors of the
papers. After taking the data of table III at their face value, it is apparent that the
SNe and the associated GRBs occur simultaneously, providing support to the collapsar
scenario [124, 90, 72]. Data in table III provide useful constraints to those models that
predict the SNe to occur before [117] or after [103] the gamma-ray event.
8. – . . . There is an Expanding Frontier of Ignorance . . . (R. Feynman, Six Easy Pieces)
Data presented in previous sections provide robust empirical grounds to the idea
that some types of core-collapse SNe are the progenitors of long-duration GRBs (see
also [80, 110]). On the other hand, the existence of SN/GRB associations (see also [57])
poses intriguing questions which have not yet been answered.
1) What kind of SNe are connected with long-duration GRBs and XRFs?
Evidence based on the associations between SN1998bw/GRB980425, SN 2003dh/
GRB030329, and SN2003lw/GRB031203 would suggest that the parent SN population
of GRBs is formed by the bright tail of Hypernovae. However, there is growing evidence
that other types of SNe-Ib/c, such as ‘standard’ Ic events like SN 1994I or faint Hyper-
novae can contribute to produce GRBs/XRFs [24,41,113,69,77,96,97,108,47]. Available
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data suggest the existence of ∼ 5 mag spread (MV ∼ −16 ÷ −21) in the absolute mag-
nitudes at maximum of SNe-Ib/c associated with GRBs/XRFs, which may be similar to
the magnitude spread exhibited by local SNe-Ib/c (see fig. 11 in [108]).
Possible associations between GRBs and other types of core-collapse SNe (particularly
with type IIn) have been claimed in the past on the basis of spatial and temporal SN/GRB
coincidences by [46] and [114] (SN 1997cy/GRB 970514) and by [102] (SN 1999E/GRB
980910). However, in a recent study, [115] were not able to confirm these associations to
be statistically significant (see also [119, 59]). Currently the best evidence for the case
of an association between a Supernova IIn and a gamma ray burst has been provided
by [44] who find that the color evolution of the bump associated with GRB 011121 is
consistent with the color evolution of an underlying SN (dubbed as SN 2001ke) strongly
interacting with a dense circumstellar gas due to the progenitor wind (as confirmed by
radio observations, see [95]).
2) What are the most frequent gamma-ray events in the Universe?
GRB031203 was quite similar to GRB980425, albeit more powerful. Both events
consisted in a single, under-energetic pulse. Their afterglows were very faint or absent
in the optical, and showed a very slow decline in the X-rays. Moreover, they were
both accompanied by a powerful Hypernova. Therefore, GRB980425 can no longer be
considered as a peculiar, atypical case. Both bursts were so faint, that they would have
been easily missed at cosmological distances. Since the volume they sample is 105 ÷ 106
times smaller than that probed by classical distant GRBs, the rate of these events could be
dramatically larger, perhaps they are the most common GRBs in the Universe. However,
we are still left with the question of whether or not these bursts belong to a different local
population of γ-bursts [6, 106] or they are typical cosmological bursts observed off-axis
( [87, 28, 125, 100]; see also [122] for a pro and con discussion). Naively one may expect
that the spectroscopic and photometric similarities exhibited by SNe 1998bw, 2003dh and
2003lw may indicate a common origin for the associated GRBs, in spite of the fact that
they have exhibited dramatic differences in their γ-energy budgets and in the properties
of their afterglows. We note that this inference is supported by statistical arguments
provided by [50].
3) What is the relationship between the SN magnitudes at maximum light and the
gamma-ray energy budget?
Simple statistical analysis of available data points shows that the absolute magnitude
at maximum of SNe associated with GRBs does not appear to correlate with the respec-
tive gamma energy (although this conclusion should be taken with caution because of the
usage of scanty statistic). The distribution of the data points reflects an obvious bias,
namely the detection of over-bright SNe is favored because most GRBs are discovered
at cosmological distances and/or their bright afterglows can easily outshine “standard”
SNe-Ib/c or faint Hypernovae. However it is not clear if the lack of faint SNe associated
with intrinsically faint (and nearby) GRBs is the result of an exiguous statistic or this
finding has a deeper physical meaning.
4) May it be that GRBs, which occur in the inner and outer regions of hosts, have
different progenitors?
Ramirez-Ruiz et al. [99] found some evidence that outer bursts appear to have sys-
tematically greater isotropic equivalent energies (or narrower jets). These results may
be interpreted in terms of different environmental properties, between inner and outer
regions of the hosts (e.g., metallicity, fraction of binary systems), which can affect the
evolution of the progenitors of core-collapse SNe (see [10] for a discussion).
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5) Are the “red bumps” always representative of the signatures of incipient SNe?
Or can some of them be produced by different phenomena such as dust echoes [29]
or thermal re-emission of the afterglow light [121]. To date, only for GRB021211/SN
2002lt [24] and XRF 020903 [108] a spectroscopic confirmation was obtained. On the
other hand, [44,41] did not find SN (spectroscopic) features in the bumps of GRB011121
and XRF030723 (see [12] for an alternative interpretation of the bump discovered in
XRF030723).
6) Is the lack of an optical bump indicative of the lack of a supernova?
The authors of [97,70,108] have carried out unsuccessful HST searches for SN signa-
tures in GRBs/XRFs light curves. For example [108] were able to set a firm upper limit to
the magnitude of the SN associated with XRF 040701, ofMV <∼ −16.2. This behaviour
can be explained in a number of ways: i) the SN parent population of GRBs/XRFs is
formed by a heterogeneous class of objects that span (at maximum light) a broad range of
luminosities (about a factor 100); ii) some “long” GRBs may originate by merging com-
pact objects (e.g., [2, 25]) rather than in SN explosions; iii) sometimes SN and GRB do
not occur simultaneously (e.g., [117]). For a delay of a few weeks/months, the supernova
would have faded before the GRB was detected, and this may explain why supernovae
are not discovered after every GRB. Finally we note that the light curve of the afterglow
of GRB 030329 (associated with SN 2003dh) did not show the bump which is believed
to be caused by the emerging SN [78,71].
7) What causes some small fraction of SNe Ib/c to produce observable GRBs, while
the majority do not?
With the obvious exceptions of SN 1998bw, 2003dh and 2003lw, none of the Hyper-
novae reported in table II have been associated with GRBs by direct observations (the
association GRB 971115/SN 1997ef, for example, has been proposed by [119] on the basis
of spatial and temporal coincidences). The situation is even more intriguing if one con-
siders that Hypernovae are only a small fraction of “normal” SNe-Ibc (less than 10%) and
thus only a very tiny fraction of SNe-Ib/c, about 0.8%÷5%, seems to be able to produce
GRBs. This may imply that the evolution leading a star to produce a GRB requires very
special circumstances (e.g., rotation, binary interaction; see [94, 40]) other than being
“only” a very massive star. As an alternative, one can argue that most SNe Ib/c (if not
all of them) produce GRBs [65]. This fact would imply very small jet opening angles
(∼ 1 degree) and therefore one should be able to detect as GRBs only those events which
are viewed at very small angles relative to the jet direction. More spherically symmetric
jets or events viewed from angles (relative to the jet direction) which are larger than the
typical viewing angles of long-duration GRBs, should yield XRFs (see also [23]). Finally,
at even larger angles, relative to the jet direction, one should observe ‘only’ the SN(Ib/c)
explosions. With a rate of discovery of about 2 event/week, the Swift satellite [45]) will
allow the GRB community to obtain in the next 3 ÷ 4 years an accurate spectroscopic
classification for dozens SNe associated with GRBs and to provide conclusive answers to
several of the above questions.
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